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ABSTRACT
A scintillation counter telescope consisting
of six scintillation counters and four vride-gap spark
chambers was arranged to detect single particles with,
charge + e/2 or + 2e/3 vrhieh-might "be present in the
cosmic radiation near sea level. Upper limits to the
vertical intensities of such particles are 6,8 x 10"-1*1
cm"2 sec""-1- sr"1 for charge + e/3 and 1.2 x 10"10 cm"2
sec"^* sr*"1 for charge * 2e/j5 at a 5}0,t confidence
level.

vii

1. IHTR033U0TI0H
In 1964, Gell-Mann-1- and Zweig2 first proposed a
schematic model for the mesons and baryons "based on a
unitary triplet corresponding to a fundamental representa
tion of the symmetry group SU(3).

Members of this triplet

are called "quarks", a terminology introduced by Gell-Hann.
In the model, mesons and baryons are composite states made
up of combinations of quarks, q, and antiquaries, q; that is,
qq, qqqq, etc', for the mesons and qqq, qqqqq, etc. for the
baryons. In the simplest version of the theory, quarks,
consisting of an isodoublet and an isosinglet, have the
quantum numbers shown in Table I.

Other versions of the

theory can be constrvicted which maintain integral charges
for the quarks.

However, these theories must introduce

either an additional particle, such as Gell-Mann's basic
baryon,-^ or a new quantum number.More recently, there
have been speculations'^ about the existence of leptonic'or
weakly interacting quarks, also with fractional charges.
An attractive feature of the quark model is that
the simplest configurations, qq for the mesons and qqq for
the baryons, are sufficient to classify all the strongly

1

Table I. Quantum Numbers of the Quarks

I

X3

S

B

Y

Q

1/2

1/2

0

1/3

!/3

2/3

1/2

-1/2

0

1/3

1/3

-1/3

0

0

"1

1/3

-2/3

-1/3

Isotopic Spin
Projection of Isotopic Spin
Strangeness
Baryon Number
Bypercharge
Electric Charge

interacting particles and resonances which have "been
observed to date#

Also, this model has "been used with

surprising success to describe mass differences of
particles within SU(3) multiplets,® hadron magnetic
moments,^ weak decay process ess,-*-0 electromagnetic decay
processes,an& high-energy collision phenomena.15-17
The inherent simplicity of the model and its
relative success in describing a wide range of elementary
particle behavior lead natvirally to the very interesting
question:

Do quarks exist in nature?

In the simplest

case, each of the quarks or antiquarks should have charges
+ 1/3 or * 2/3 in units of electron charge.

Since charge

and baryon number are always conserved, a quark could'
decay into another quark, into a baryon and some anti-multiquark combination, or into some integrally charged
particle with'fractional baryon number and a leptonic
quark. In all cases, some particle with fractional charge
should eventually be stable.
Since 1964, many experimenters have looked for
fractionally charged particles.

The searches fall into

two broad categories, (a) the macroscopic, geophysicalchemical experiments or (b) the microscopic, direct pro«
duction experiments.

The geophysical-chemical approaches

normally assume that stable quarks are present in or near

the earth1 s crust, meteorites, or various celestial bodies.
Negative fractionally charged quarks, which could be bound
to nuclei to form fractionally charged atoms, have been
sought by mass spectrometryMilllkan type charge deter
mination experiments,^ and spectral observations of
celestial objects.20-23

Upper

limits reported for

quark concentrations in terrestrial material range from
—IT
10

?7
to 10 '

quarks per nucleon,

These results,

however, are difficult to evaluate or even compare because
of substantial geophysical and experimental biases which
influence detection sensitivity.^5

The studies of astro

nomical spectra20"23> ftave also provided interesting but
not conclusive results.
Direct production experiments try to detect any
individual quarks which might be produced in high-energy
particle collisions.

Experiments at high-energy accel

erators, operating at energies up to 30 GeV, have thus
far failed to detect any long-lived,t"> 10~T sec, particles
with either fractional charges or with unit charges and
anomalous masses.26-35

These results imply either that

quarks do not exist or there is a high energy threshold for
copious production.

Such a threshold could be caused by a

large quark rest mass, greater than 4 GeV/c^, or by a high
repulsive barrier in the quark binding potential.

In either

case, collisions which occur with energies greater than
30 GeV should have a "better chance for quark production.
For this reason, direct production experiments were ex
tended to the cosmic radiation where primary proton
energies occasionally approach 1020 eV.

Thus far, the

cosmic ray searches have also failed to detect quarks
with fractional electric charge36»55 or with unit-charge
and anomalous mass.56-62

2. A'PPAMUS
She present experiment -was designed to be a
"second genera-tion" cosmic ray search for fractionally
charged quarks.

The fractional charges were detected "by

their characteristic ionization energy loss,dS/dx, in
scintillation counters.

For example, a minimum ionizing

charge + 1/3 or + 2/3 quarlc should produce a dE/dx about
1/9 or 4/9 that of a minimum ionizing particle of unit
charge. In a scintillator array, however, there are
frequently a large number of background events due to
instrument noise,^--rays, soft showers, or fluctuations
in dE/dx of the abundant particles of unit charge. In
developing the apparatus, therefore, an effort was made
to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio. Since very ener
getic cosmic ray collisions occur rather infrequently, the
sensitive area and solid angle of the detector were also
made large.
She basic detector consisted of six liquid scintillation counters, four wide-gap spark chambers, a shower
detector, and a range chamber as shown schematically in
Pig. 1. Bach scintillation counter consisted of a 72 x 72
x 6 in.5 uVT Plexiglas tanl; filled to a depth of 5 in. with
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Figure 1. Experimental arrangement to search for
fractionally charged particles.

a mineral oil based scintillator solution manufactured
by Pilot Chemicals, Inc., tfatertovm, Mass.^3

The scin

tillation light trapped by total internal reflection was
detected by six EMI 96ISB 5-i&« photomultiplier tubes
with "Super S-ll" cathodes, three on each of two opposite
ends of each tank. Each of the tvibes was optically
coupled ^ to the scintillator through an intermediate
volume of mineral oil acting as a light guide in order to
keep variations in pulse height with location of the track
in the scintillator to less than 10%,

The six anode and

six last dynode signals from the photomultiplier tubes on
each counter were passively mixed to provide two outputs
from each counter.
about

The resolution of each counter was

full width at half maximum on particles of unit

charge (see Pig. 3)«

This value is consistent with the

resolution of 2.0/o calculated from Symon-Landau statistics
when appropriately combined with variations of track
length and the 10$ variation in light collection efficiency.
The counter light guides were alternated such that no
single particle could produce Cerenkov light in six guides
simultaneously.
The spark chambers were used to insure that each
event of interest was caused by a single charged particle
passing through the array.

The spark chamber gaps were

78 x 73 x 12 in.-* Plexiglas boxes filled with about

90$ helium and lO/o argon by volume.

Each pair of gaps -was

driven by an 8~stage Marx generator, charged to 26 kV per
stage, for a nominal output voltage of 208 kV with an
output capacitance of approximately 1560 pf.

The efficiency

of the spark chambers was better than 95$ for particles of
unit charge which make angles less than 30- degrees with the
vertical.

The gaps were pliotogra,phe& from a distance of

100 ft» with mirrors which provided a stereo view of approx
imately 20 degrees.
The response of the spark chambers to + 1/5 charge
quarks was studied by poisoning the He-A gas mixture with
a small concentration of SFg and delaying the trigger pulse
a known time interval*

The electrons produced along the

path of a normal charge 1.particle were removed by attach
ment to the SFg molecules.

The frequency of thermal electron

attachment to a 1 torr concentra-tion of S?g is in the range
5.9 x 109 sec""-5-

to 1.1 x 10^° sec**-1-.

Using the lower

or worst case value, a 9.3 x 10"5 torr concentration of S3?,,
o
produces an attachment rate of 5.5 x 10^ sec""1". VJhen this
amount of S3?g is added to the spark chamber gas, it is
calculated that only 1/9 of the initial ionization electrons
would remain after a 4f\sec delay.
mixture, a

With the normal gas

delay produced no noticeable change in

the spark chamber tracks.

With the addition of the SFg, at

4/*sec the brightness of the sparks was reduced and the

10
channels were somewhat more tortuous.

Ho loss of

efficiency could be detected on these simulated 1/3 quark
tracks, however.
The range chamber was provided for use in later
experiments to search for charge * 4/3 quark compounds to
insure that all particles of interest are of a sufficient
energy to be minimum ionizing.

It consisted of six 78 x

78 x 2 in.5 spark chambers spaced between 6 in. of steel
plates.
The total material in the array, not counting-the
range chamber, was approximately 115 gm/cm^.

The areah
2
solid angle product of the telescope was 1.4 x 104 cm sr
which resulted in a sampling rate of about 100 cosmic ray
particles per second.
Pig. 2 shows a block diagram of the electronic

apparatus.

Anode pulses were used for fast logic ana pulse

height discrimination and the dynode signals were used for
pulse height analysis.

An event trigger was generated if

the peaks of all six counter pulses were in the range,
0.06l0<I< 0.8lo, where IQ represents the most probable
signal due to a minimum ionizing.particle of unit charge,
and if no veto from the shower detector was received.

The

logic settings were calibrated periodically by inserting
light attenuators in front of each photomultiplier tube so
as to cavise the abundant singly charged particle to simulate
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Figure 2. BlocX diagram of electronic apparatus. (Disc.
represents a discriminator; Amp., an amplifier;
L. G., a linear gate and pulse stretcher; and
S. & H., a sample-and-hold circuit.)

the passage of particles with chars© + 1/3 and + 2/3. The
light- attenuators consisted of black Bakelitc screens with
holes spaced uniformly to allow only 1/9 or 4/9 the scin
tillation light to reach the tube photocathodes.

Figure 3

shows simulated 1/3 and 2/3 quark pulse height distribu
tions together with the normal charge 1 distribution
obtained from one of the counters,
With the 0.06lo < I < O.SI0 logic settings, approx
imately 95$ of the simulated charge 1/3 events and 85^ of
the charge 2/3 events were accepted.

The resolving time

of the 6-fold coincidence .circuit v.'as about 37 nsec. After
each 6-fold coincidence, Including those caused by charge 1
particles, the electronics were gated off for 200/1360 to
insure that the spark chambers did not break down on
residual tracks. After each quark-like event trigger, the
electronics were gated off for 2 sec to allow time for the
Marx generators to recharge.
YJhen. a quark-like event trigger was generated, each
anode signal was fed by way of a linear gate and. pulse
stretcher to a sample and hold circuit.

These stored

signals vrere then multiplexed to an analog-to-digital
converter and sent to a PDP-5 computer operating on-line.
For each event satisfying the selection criteria discussed
belo?;, the six pulse heights were immediately typed out
together -with the average pulse height, ? , PJ-IS deviation,
Dand the ratio of these quantities.

Also, the pulse
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Figxire 3.

Simulated 1/3 and 2/3 quark pulse height
distributions and the normal charge 1
distribution.

heights for each of the six counters, together with their
average, were stored in seven histograms in the core memory
of the PDP-5.

The computer was programmed to permit the

printout of these histograms on command. 3vents with a
value of the ratio Dr/P0 greater than 40$ were not printed
and were not stored in the histogram plots.

For each event,

the six counter pulses were also differentially delayed, and
photographed on an oscilloscope as a check on the computer
system and as a further checlc on good candidates for quark
events.
For each quark-like event trigger, the spark chambers
were photographed together with a set of "binary coding
lights providing the day, month, film roll, and event numbers
as generated by the computer interface.

The identical

pattern of code lights was conveyed to the oscilloscope
camera through plastic fiber optics light guides in order
to avoid any identification ambiguities between the computer,
spark chamber, and oscilloscope records.
.A complete calibration of the entire apparatus was
conducted before and after every 100 hours of operation.
Pulse height distributions were run for each of the 36 5-in.
photomultiplier tubes and the bias voltages were adjusted
so that all tube outputs were the same to within 5/S.

The

light attenuators simulating both the j* 1/3 and * 2/3 charge
quarks were inserted and the logic settings checked.

The

simulated events were also recorded on the PDP-5 aftd
oscilloscope systems to determine the pulse height and
timing characteristics of good quark events.

Pig. 4

shows typical distributions of average pulse heights
obtained for the simulated 1/3 and 2/3 quark events.
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3. RESULTS
The experiment has been operated for a total of
about 1160 hours at an altitude of 2500 ft.

During thi

run, about 190,000 event triggers were generated which,
because of the 2 sec Marx generator charging time ,
reduced the effective running time to 10^0 hours.

The

distributions of average pulse heights for all event
triggers which had averages less than 0.8 that of a
minimum ionizing charge 1 particle and Dv/Pa ratios less
•u

than

C%

and 40;£ are shown in Pig. 5.
The spark chamber records were analyzed for all

events with £r/Pa less than 30;*.

Since Fig. 5 shows

about 12,000 event triggers with Dr/P

ratios less than

40^ and only 36OO events with Dr/P& ratios less than 30/
in the pulse height region less than 600 mV, the 30/5
selection criterion greatly reduced the number of back
ground event triggers.

Pig. 6 shows the fraction of

simulated quark events with Dv/P„ ratios less than a
* s
given percentage, X. As can be seen from Pig. 6, the
event selection criterion of D /Pa ^ 30^ accepted about
70f of the simulated 1/3 quark events and about 80$ of
the 2/3.

.17
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2°
In analyzing the spark chamber photographs,
events were accepted if they produced a single spark in
at least one gap in each pair of spark chambers such
that the sparks in the top and bottom pairs were aligned
and located between fiducial lights showing the edges of
the scintillators.

All events with more than one track

in any gap were rejected.

A total of 12 events passed

the specified spark chaiaber criteria. 11 of these events
were rejected, however, after a reconstruction of the
particle trajectories, based on the stereophotographs,
showed they passed through only the front or rear edges
of the spark chambers and missed the scintillators.
The pulse heights for the one remaining event,
which fell in the 2/3 quark pulse height region as shown
in Pig. 4, are reproduced in Table II. Unfortunately,
this event was obtained before the addition of the
20Cy<sec gate and, therefore, could have been caused by
a shower of soft x-rays, or some other source of the
background events, coming shortly after the passage of
a normal charge 1 particle.

In this case, the spark

chamber tracks would be produced along the residual
ionization left by the charge 1 particle. A geometrical
reconstruction of the trajectory of this event, however,
showed it did pass through a corner of counter 6, which
correlates with the low signal from that counter.

The

21

Table II* Pulse Heights for the Event Satisfying
the Spark Chamber and Oscilloscope Criteria

Counter Signals (mV)
Date

Event

1

7/5/68 5/360 406

2

3

436

51.0

4

5 '

443 417

r
6

Pa

«*

($)

342 426 12

22
oscilloscope record for this event was consistent with
the computer output and confirmed that the general pulse
shapes and timing characteristics were similar to those
of a simulated quark event.

No events were obtained in

the 1/3 quark pulse height region.
If the above event is regarded as a possible 2/3
quark, then the upper limits to the vertical quark
intensities established by this experciment are 6.8 x 10"-^cm"2 sec"-*- sr"^ for charge +1/3 and 1.2 x 10"10 cm"*2
sec"*3- sr"-*- for + 2/3 at a 90$ confidence level.
results .are consistent with Pukushiraa et a1.55
5.0 x 10"11 cm"2 sec""1" sr

These
obtained

for 1/3 quarks and Garmire

et al.53 who obtained 8.8 x 10"1-1' cm""2 sec"*'*' sr ^ for
2/3 quarks at sea level.

4.

DISCUSSION

The quark-like event discussed above is not
inconsistent with the "background of this experiment, and
therefore, no conclusive evidence for the existence of
quarks has been obtained.
The primary weakness of this type of a search for
quarks in cosmic rays is that any quarlt accompanied by
another particle in passing through the detector is
rejected.

Since very high energy cosmic ray collisions

usually produce extensive showers of photons and electrons
in the atmosphere, it is of interest to examine the likeli
hood that a quark which passes through the detector will be
accompanied by an air shower particle.
If quarks are produced in an energetic protonnucleon collision, symmetrically in the forward and back
ward directions (not necessarily isotropically) in the
center of mass system, then the laboratory angle of a cone
containing statistically half the_quarks is given approx
imately by:

23

where Mp and

are the rest masses of the proton and quark

respectively, E0 is the incident proton energy, and P-t is
the quark transverse momentum in the center of mass frame
and where all quantities are in energy units. If it is
assumed that the collision occurs after the proton traverses
one nuclear mean free path or about.80 gm/cm^ of atmosphere,
which corresponds to an altitude of about 16 1cm above Tucson
that the quark rest mass is about 10 GeV/c^j and that the
quark transverse momentum is about 0.5 GeV/c^; then the
minimum displacement, li, of half of the quarks from the core
of the air shower can be estimated as a function of incident
proton energy.

Further assuming that about half of the

incident proton energy goes into secondary particle pro
duction^'' and that about 10 secondaries are produced,^9
about 3 of which areTf°mesons, a primary proton of energy
o

E0 could be expected to produce about 6 photons from *TT

decays, each with an average energy on the order of_Eo/40.
If these photons initiate an electromagnetic cascade such
that the lateral structvire of the shower is similar to
that which would'be produced by a single photon with energy
3So/20, then the lateral density distribution of shower
electrons and photons can be calculated?© as a function of
distance from the shower core and E0. Pig. 7 shows the
density of particles produced at the distance R from the
shower core as a function of incident proton energy.
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As can be seen from Pig. 7» a 2 x 10-^ eV primary
proton produces a particle density at H of about 0.2
particles/m2.

Therefore, the detector is largely insen

sitive to any heavy quarks which are produced in cosmic
ray collisions with energies greater than 2 x 10^^ eV.
It should be noted, however, that since the intensity of
primary protons with energies greater than 2 x 10^ eV
is about 2 x 10"*® cm"2 sec~3- sr"'3-,?1- an experimental run
much longer than 1000 hours would be required with the
area-solid angle product of the present apparatus in
order to reliably detect quarks produced by collisions
greater than this energy, even if the quark production
efficiency"were as high as 1$.
If quarks are light particles with greatly
inhibited production cross sections, the effect of
atmospheric attenuation could be significant.

Currently,

a mountain altitude (3000 m) laboratory is being instru
mented for further searches for any + 1/3» + 2/3, or
+ 4/3 charged particles.
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